The Jackson Soil and Water Conservation District sells only top quality stock which is locally grown. Locally grown stock is very important as we can assure you these trees will prosper in Southern Minnesota.

Trees and shrubs must be watered immediately after planting

Trees and shrubs should be soaked to the depth of five inches. One and two year old plantings will need water of some source at least once a week - more if it is an extra dry year.

Replacement policy

Trees and shrubs purchased from the Jackson SWCD are guaranteed to start growing. Trees or shrubs that have failed to start growing should be reported to us no later than September 1, 2019. Replacements will be provided the following spring. Replacements ordered after September 1, 2019 will be at our cost the following spring.

Special orders (species not normally listed on the front of this form) are not guaranteed

We will not replace any stock that has not been properly cared for. We do not replace any stock that has died out due to drought, drowning, animal damage, or poor care. Keeping trees growing is your responsibility. Trees or shrubs planted in sod are not guaranteed.

Tree planting service

The Jackson SWCD tree planting service is as follows:

Minimum $75.00
30 cents per machine planted bare root tree or shrub
50 cents per machine planted potted evergreen

Landowner provides tractor and driver

Tree availability

The Jackson SWCD reserves the right to reduce or cancel this order if sufficient stock is not available.

I have read and understand the Jackson SWCD Tree Program Policy.

Landowner Date